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Abstract—The scaling is a fundamental task that allows addressing performance variations in Network Functions Virtualization (NFV). In the literature, several approaches propose scaling mechanisms that differ in the utilized technique (e.g., reactive, predictive and machine learning-based). The scaling in NFV must be accurate both at the time and the number of instances to be scaled, aiming at avoiding unnecessary procedures of provisioning and releasing of resources; however, achieving a high accuracy is a non-trivial task. In this paper, we propose for NFV an adaptive scaling mechanism based on Q-Learning and Gaussian Processes that are utilized by an agent to carry out an improvement strategy of a scaling policy, and therefore, to make better decisions for managing performance variations. We evaluate our mechanism by simulations, in a case study in a virtualized Evolved Packet Core, corroborating that it is more accurate than approaches based on static threshold rules and Q-Learning without a policy improvement strategy.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) enables to dynamically modify the capacity of Network Services (NSs) to face changes such as the number of users and performance variations [1], [2]. NSs are end-to-end functionalities created by composing Network Functions (NFs), virtualized or not [3]. The network performance allows assessing the quality of NSs; it is quantified by measurable parameters (e.g., throughput and delay) [4], and its variation is associated with changes of underlying resources and the usage patterns of services and applications [5], [6]. For instance, in an Evolved Packet Core (EPC), a control entity sends and receives signaling messages for a proper operation [7]. The performance of such an entity can be measured in terms of the Mean Response Time (MRT) that can vary depending on the number of requests to establish sessions, update users location and perform handover [8].

The traditional solution to address performance variations is to oversize the capacity of NFs [9], which means that these are usually designed to support workload peaks. However, oversizing is inefficient at time slots of low utilization. NFV offers an alternative solution, the dynamic scaling of NFs that allows managing performance variations and improving the efficiency of using resources [10]. Scaling [11], the process of modifying the capacity of NFs, can be performed by increasing and reducing their resources (i.e., scaling up/down) or creating and removing their instances (i.e., scaling out/in). It is noteworthy that scaling can be initiated by administrators, as an outcome of the network performance assessment, or by the network itself by using adaptive mechanisms [12].

In the literature, several works have proposed NFV scaling mechanisms by using different techniques. For instance, [13] and [14] are based on threshold rules, a reactive technique, in which the scaling depends on the current traffic or performance, whose variations can lead to violations of a performance target and transitory scaling oscillations. This problem may be present also in solutions based on optimization, such as [15], which takes scaling decisions based only on instant traffic and it does not consider a prediction horizon to evaluate them. [16] uses time series forecasting that, based on historical data, enables to predict future resource usage; however, if there are changes in traffic patterns, an evolutionary strategy would be desirable, which would allow adapting the models to new conditions. [17] is based on the Q-Learning method in which, as other methods in Reinforcement Learning (RL), an agent interacts with an environment and learns by trial and error; this approach is adaptive but mistaken decisions may be taken until the agent learns an optimal scaling policy.

Considering the above limitations, we argue that the scaling in NFV should be adaptive and highly accurate to avoid violations of expected levels of Quality of Service (QoS) and transitory scaling oscillations. So, we consider that: (i) the use of RL for scaling is a good option since learning evolves whereas agents interact with their environment; and (ii) the scaling policy of Q-Learning can be iteratively improved before taking a final decision, and therefore the scaling could be more accurate. Here, we propose for NFV an adaptive scaling mechanism based on Q-Learning and Gaussian Processes (GPs), which are utilized by an agent to carry out an improvement strategy of a scaling policy, and therefore, to make better decisions for handling performance variations. By simulations, we evaluate our mechanism for managing variations of MRT in an NFV-based EPC, corroborating it is more accurate than approaches based on static threshold rules and Q-Learning without the policy improvement strategy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related work. Section III introduces the proposed mechanism in an NFV-based EPC. Section IV evaluates and analyzes the behavior of our mechanism. And Section V provides some conclusions and implications for future work.
II. RELATED WORK

In the NFV literature, several works have proposed scaling mechanisms that use different techniques. [13] and [14] use the technique of static threshold-based rules. Thresholds separate three performance regions: poor, good and oversized. If performance is in the good region no action is taken; if performance crosses from good to poor, scaling up/out starts. On the other hand, if performance crosses from good to oversized scaling down/in starts. In this technique, performance could exceed a target level at times that thresholds are crossed, which may incur in violations of expected quality. Also, if performance crosses consecutively thresholds, transitory scaling oscillations may happen. These transitory changes occur because scaling modifies the performance levels. Oscillations can lead to a significant problem because each scaling decision triggers procedures for provisioning or releasing resources.

[15] introduces optimization algorithms that minimize the power consumption and the cost of instantiating new NFs. These algorithms may also lead to violations of performance target levels and oscillations, since these algorithms consider only the current traffic and does not contemplate its prediction to evaluate the scaling decision to take. [16] proposes a mechanism that uses time series models for predicting CPU usage, and so, schedules required resources. This approach enables data efficiency, but it does not include an evolutionary strategy that would allow adapting the models to changes in the traffic patterns. [17] uses the Q-learning method that learns by trial and error in an environment. Learning implies to explore such an environment, and trying/erring means wrong scaling decisions; although these erroneous decisions occur just until the agent learns an optimal policy. We consider that this behavior must be avoided due to the implications on provisioning or releasing resources proper of each decision.

In summary, to face performance variations of NSs, the scaling decision-making should be adaptive and highly accurate to avoid performance violations, transitory oscillations, and wrong decisions. Our solution addresses this problem combining the Q-Learning method with GPs-based system models. Using the system models, an RL agent can iteratively improve its scaling policy, and therefore, to take more accurate scaling decisions.

III. SCALING MECHANISM

A. A motivating scenario: NFV-based EPC

The current standard for 4th Generation (4G) mobile networks is the Long-Term Evolution (LTE), and its core is EPC [7]. The main entities of EPC are the Mobility Management Entity (MME), the Home Subscriber Server (HSS), the Serving Gateway (SGW) and the Packet Data Network Gateway (PGW). MME is the control entity responsible for signaling, mobility management of users, bearer management and QoS provisioning. HSS stores the administrative and user information utilized by MME. SGW and PGW compose the EPC data plane, which is in charge of routing and forwarding packets. For the proper EPC operation, SGW and PGW also interact with MME.

From the Network Service Chaining (NSC) [18] point of view, EPC is composed of two network services: an NS for signaling (i.e., control plane) and other NS for packet forwarding (i.e., data plane). Figure 1 depicts these NSs by a Service Graph (SG) that follows the description proposed in [19]. The nodes: eNB and PDN are Service Access Points (SAPs) of SG. In particular, eNB is part of the access network and represents the base stations from where the mobile users are connected. In turn, PDN is any external data network like the Internet. Note that continuous arrows are service links that represent logical connectivity for the data plane, and dotted arrows are service links for the control plane. Each link is labeled with the protocol used. An SG is a directed graph depicting only one direction of the flow. However, a reverse chain is assumed since the communication is bidirectional.

In Figure 1, we consider a virtualized MME (vMME) [20] that can scale by increasing or decreasing the number of instances of its service logic, which enables to scale the control plane of EPC. For example, EPC may have more demand at evening than early morning depending on the number of service requests from users and, so, it is needed scaling vMME adaptively to improve the use of resources in the control plane. The vMME is formed by three components: Front-End (FE), MME Service Logic (SL) and State DataBase (SDB). FE acts as the communication interface with other entities of the network and balances the load among several MME SL instances that are in charge of processing control messages. SDB stores the user session state, hence enabling stateless SL.

B. Adaptive Scaling Mechanism - Overview

Our mechanism aims at maintaining the MRT of the EPC control plane less than a particular threshold (e.g., 1 ms [20]). To satisfy such aim, the proposed mechanism can make scaling-out/in of vMME. In this sense, we consider that the infrastructure can instantiate up to K instances (e.g., K = 4) of vMME, and measure the offered workload and MRT.

Our mechanism is based on RL [21], a sub-field of machine learning, where an agent learns a decision-making process by interacting with an environment. From Markov Decision Processes [22], the agent and environment interact at discrete time steps. At each time step t, the agent receives some
representation of the state of the environment, \( S_t \in S \), where \( S \) is the set of possible states. Based on \( S_t \), the agent selects an action, \( A_t \in A \), where \( A \) is the set of available actions in the state \( S_t \). One step later, the agent receives a numerical reward, \( R_{t+1} \in \mathbb{R} \), and finds itself a new state, \( S_{t+1} \).

Figure 2 depicts the RL process instantiated to our scaling problem; the environment is the NS of signaling in EPC, the states are pairs formed by the current number of instances and performance, and actions refer to the number of available instances. The steps, labeled as 1) observe the state, 2) take an action, and 3) receive a reward, refer to a direct RL process called Policy Evaluation Process, which means that the agent interacts directly with the environment.

To calculate rewards, we consider the performance target (e.g., MRT less than 1 ms) and the utilization factor \( \rho = \lambda/k \mu < 1 \) [23] of vMME, where \( \lambda \) is the workload, \( k \) is the number of instances and \( \mu \) is the service rate of an instance. \( \rho \) must be less than 1 to guarantee stability and allows defining expected ranges of utilization to be supported by vMME, which are \( \frac{k-1}{k} \leq \rho < 1 \). Given these ranges, the reward function is

\[
R(k, \lambda) = \begin{cases} 
+1, & t_r < 1 \text{ ms } \land \frac{k-1}{k} \leq \rho < 1 \\
-1, & \text{in other case}
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

We use Q-Learning [24] as a method to perform RL. In this method, to each pair state-action is assigned an action value, which is the expected utility of carrying out an action \( A_t \) when the agent is in the state \( S_t \) and follows the most optimal policy. A policy is a rule for selecting actions. The value function is represented by \( Q(S_t, A_t) \); and \( Q \), implicitly defines the current policy \( f_t \):

\[
f_t(S_t) = a, \text{ such that } Q_t(S_t, A_t) = \max_{A} Q_t(S_t, A_t)
\]  

(2)

\( f_t \) and \( Q_t \) correspond to the policy and values of \( Q \) at time \( t \), respectively. That is, the current policy consists of choosing the action with maximal estimated value. The agent, through its experience, adjusts the values of \( Q \) according to:

\[
Q_{t+1}(S_t, A_t) \leftarrow (1 - \alpha) Q_t(S_t, A_t) + \alpha (R_{t+1} + \gamma \max_{A} Q_t(S_{t+1}, A))
\]  

(3)

where \( R_{t+1} \) denotes the reward received at step \( t+1 \), \( \alpha \) is the learning factor (a small positive number) that allows the agent to retain what has been learned, and \( 0 \leq \gamma \leq 1 \) is the discount factor that determines the importance of future rewards.

For learning, the agent needs to explore the environment and carry out the trial and error process; but, wrong actions lead to unnecessary procedures of provisioning and releasing of resources that must be avoided. It is here, where we use the system models. In this sense, for instance, in the EPC context, we consider the signaling workload as the input and MRT as the output of a dynamic system that is modeled by a regression function \( h \). By observing these metrics, we train \( h \) for predicting values of workload and use such predictions to run hypothetical iterations of the RL process, which allows getting the optimal policy before applying it to a particular

NS. This is what we call Policy Improvement Process (see Figure 2).

In summary, the agent runs two processes: the policy improvement and the policy evaluation; the first one allows the agent to foresee the results of its action, and the second one is the current execution of the policy. If there is no variation in the conditions of the NS (e.g., number the users), which is reflected in the corresponding MRT, the agent probably just needs one iteration (to observe, take action and receive a reward) for improving its policy. But, if variations happen, the agent will need more iterations in the policy improvement to adapt to new conditions.

C. System Modeling

We consider a network service as a dynamic system. For this system, we estimate a function \( h \) given data \( D : x_i \in \mathbb{R}^D \) (input) and \( y_i = h(x_i) + \varepsilon_i \in \mathbb{R} \) (output); the term \( \varepsilon_i \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma_i^2) \) is independent Gaussian measurement noise, which considers variations of \( y_i \) in relation to the values of \( h \). The estimation of \( h \) refers to a regression problem that can be approached by parametric and non-parametric models. Parametric models impose a fixed structure on \( h \) which limits its representational power. Non-parametric models allow determining the shape of the underlying function \( h \) from the data and assumptions about its smoothness. Note that the term non-parametric does not imply models without parameters, but that the number of parameters is flexible and grows with the sample size.

We use regression based on GPs [25] that combines non-parametric models with Bayesian modeling and inference. A GP is fully specified by a mean function \( m_h(\cdot) \) that describes
how the average function is expected to look, and a covariance function which is also called a kernel
\[ k_h(x, x') = \mathbb{E}_h[(h(x) - m_h(x))(h(x') - m_h(x'))] \]
\[ = \text{cov}_h[h(x), h(x')] \]
this function specifies the covariance between any two function values. Here, \( \mathbb{E}_h \) is the expected value with respect to the function \( h \).

We consider a Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel [26] and a mean function \( m_h = 0 \). The RBF kernel, also known as the squared exponential kernel, has the form
\[ k_h(x, x') = e^{-\frac{\|x-x'\|^2}{2\ell^2}} \tag{4} \]
where \( \| \cdot \| \) represents the Euclidean norm and \( \ell \) is the characteristic length-scale, which is a hyper-parameter that describes how smooth the function \( h \) is; a small length-scale value means that values of \( h \) can change quickly, while a large value characterizes \( h \) that changes slowly.

Considering \( h \) as a random function, Bayesian inference allows inferring a posterior distribution \( p(h|D) \) over \( h \) from the GP prior \( p(h) \), the data \( D \) and assumptions on the smoothness of \( h \). The posterior is used to predict \( h(x_i) \) values at arbitrary inputs \( x_i \in \mathbb{R}^D \). Briefly, Bayesian inference has three steps: (i) a prior on the unknown quantity has to be specified (in our case, \( h \)), (ii) data are observed; and (iii) a posterior distribution over \( h \) is computed that refines the prior by incorporating evidence from the observations.

For instance, let’s consider data \( D \) of workload and MRT, which are represented in vectors \( x, y \in \mathbb{R} \), respectively: \( x = [1000, 1200; 4600, 6400, 8200, 10000]^T \); \( y = [0.0001, 0.0002, 0.00015, 0.0002, 0.00035, 0.0002]^T \); \( x \) is measured in service requests per seconds and seconds. Figure 3 (left) plots samples from the GP prior; the prior uncertainty about \( h \) is constant (gray area) because there are no observations. After having observed six function values (our data \( D \)) represented by small circles in Figure 3 (right), samples from GP posterior depict that the uncertainty varies and depends on the location of the training inputs. In this example, we have chosen a length-scale \( \ell \) of 3000, which allows to have the smoothness of \( h \) in Figure 3.

\[ \text{D. Scaling Processes} \]

By using pseudo-codes, we detail the processes of policy improvement and policy evaluation.

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Policy Improvement}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\Require GP-based system models, Q-Learning parameters (e.g., \( \gamma \) and \( \alpha \)), a reward function (e.g., see Equation 1) and a learning threshold (e.g., \( \varepsilon \)).
\Ensure An improved value function \( (i.e., Q) \) which is used by Algorithm 2.
\For {each \( t \)}
\State Initialize a variable \( \text{error} \) to a value greater than \( \varepsilon \); this variable allows finishing this iterative process;
\While {\text{error} > \varepsilon}
\State Store \( Q \) before the RL process in \text{previousQ} \;
\State Get the scaling action \( \alpha \) using Equation (2);
\State Estimate \( S_{t+1} \) using GPs-based system models;
\State Calculate the reward using Equation (1);
\State Update \( Q \) using Equation (3);
\State Replace \( S_t \) with \( S_{t+1} \);
\State Store \( Q \) after the RL process in \text{finalQ} \;
\State Calculate the \text{error} using the Mean Squared Error (Equation 5);
\EndWhile
\EndFor
\State \text{The Mean Squared Error (MSE) mentioned in the previous algorithm is given by}
\Statex \quad \text{MSE} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} e_i^2 \tag{5}
\State \text{where} \( e_i = \text{previousQ} - \text{finalQ} \) \text{is the error between the value function before and after an iteration, and } N \text{ is the number of elements of } Q.
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Policy Evaluation}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\Require An improved \( Q \) as result of Algorithm 1, Q-Learning parameters (e.g., \( \gamma \) and \( \alpha \)) and a reward function (e.g., see Equation 1).
\Ensure A scaling-out/in action transferred to vMME.
\For {each \( t \)}
\State Since the agent receives its reward after that it takes action; this algorithm runs in two steps;
\State Measure and store the current state in \( S_t \);
\State Get the scaling action \( \alpha \) using Equation (2);
\State Modify the number of instances of vMME according to the action \( \alpha \);
\EndFor
\For {each \( t + 1 \)}
\State Measure and store the current state in \( S_{t+1} \);
\State Calculated the reward using Equation (1);
\State Update \( Q \) using equation (3);
\EndFor
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

![Fig. 3: Prior and Posterior of \( h(x) \)](image-url)
IV. EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS

By simulations, we evaluate the GPs-based system modeling and the behavior of our scaling mechanism. Also, we compare it with other ones: (i) based on static threshold rules, and (ii) based on Q-Learning without system models for improving the policy.

A. System Modeling

We generate a synthetic workload and gather data of MRT from a simulated vMME. The synthetic workload is generated using the expressions given in [27], which consider that traffic in a mobile network exhibits a spatial-temporal pattern [28]. To measure MRT, we simulate the vMME of Figure 1 as a queuing model. Simulations followed a discrete event process implemented in Python [29]. As service rates, we use the defined in [20]: 120.000 packets per second for FE, 10.167 control procedures per second for MME SL and 100.000 transactions per second for SDB. Also, we consider a vMME composed by up to four SL instances; hence, four GPs-based models are needed for building the regression models of the vMME, one for each scaling configuration. We use scikit-learn [30] for creating GPs, tuning their hyper-parameters and performing predictions.

Figure 4 plots the signaling workload and some samples of MRT gathered from the simulated vMME (one and four instances for clarity), which are label as measured MRT. Also, in Figure 4 we plot MRT estimated from the models. Note that there is a good accuracy between measured and estimated MRT, which is confirmed by quantifying the MSE of the predictions (Equation 6): $8.6 \cdot 10^{-7}$ for one SL instance and $5.0 \cdot 10^{-7}$ for four SL instances.

$$MSE = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} e_i^2 \quad (6)$$

where $e_i = measured \ MRT - estimated \ MRT$ is the prediction error, and N is the number of samples.

B. Adaptive Scaling Behavior

We simulate an overall time of 24 hours, using as signaling workload the total arrival rate of control messages of Figure 4. We simulate the vMME of Figure 1 as a queuing model, and we use the GPs-based system models built previously. The simulation followed a discrete-events process in which by each time step the Policy Improvement (Algorithm 1) and Policy Evaluation (Algorithm 2) were executed. The time step was 10 minutes, which allows achieving a right level of granularity.

In our simulations, $\gamma$ is 0.8 because its value close to 1 allows both the agent to consider future rewards and the expected reward can converge. In turn, $\alpha$ is 0.1 because this small value enable the agent to retain the learning. A learning threshold $\epsilon_t = 10^{-3}$ is a small enough difference between Q before and after an iteration of the policy improvement algorithm, which allows the loop to terminate.

Figure 5 presents the simulation results by plotting, in different scales, MRT and the number of SL instances vs time. These results reveal that MRT is smaller than its maximum allowed value ($1 \ ms$) all time, which corroborates the expected accuracy of our mechanism to determine the correct number of instances at the right time. The changes of the number of SL instances are performed at 0:40 AM (from four to three instances), 1:50 AM (from three to two instances), 3:10 AM (from two to one instance), 7:00 AM (from one to two instances), 9:00 AM (from two to three instances) and 6:07 PM (from three to four instances).

Let’s review some internal details. Figure 6 illustrates the operation of our scaling mechanism by plotting the number of iterations per execution of the Policy Improvement (Algorithm 1). We can note that at the beginning, the policy improvement algorithm performs 160 iterations, which enables to the agent getting the initial policy. At times of change (0:40 AM, 1:50 AM, and so on), about 200 iterations are needed to improve policy because we are on the border between two states, but in the other times only one iteration is required. In summary, we can affirm that our mechanism adapts to changes in the environment and learns by using the GPs-based models. This strategy allows applying scaling actions to vMME only when the agent reaches an improved policy.

C. Comparisons

Figure 7 presents the behavior of a mechanism that uses static threshold rules. For the shake of comparison, we use as rules those defined in our reward function (Equation 1). Note that this approach is accurate in the time to scale because of its reactive characteristic, however, when variations cross the thresholds several times, transitory oscillations happen, such as the occurred close to 2:00 AM. Also, non performance target
compliances happen when a threshold is crossed. In short, our mechanism is better than mechanisms based on static threshold rules because it avoids transitory oscillations and violations of the performance target.

Figure 8 depicts the behavior of a mechanism that uses Q-Learning without system models for policy improvement. We maintain the same conditions that in our mechanism, this means, the parameters $\gamma = 0.8$ and $\alpha = 0.1$. Note that a decision to scale, from two to one SL instance, is taken around 4:00 AM, fifty minutes after our mechanism; this delay is caused by the small $\alpha$ value, which retains the previous learning of Q-Learning. A similar situation is observed between 7:00 AM and 9:00 AM. These delays cause that MRT exceeds its maximum value (1 ms). Other point to highlight is the transitory scaling oscillations that the agent makes when the vMME needs to be scaled, such as at 3:00 AM and 4:00 AM. These oscillations are because the agent tries wrong actions until it can achieve a good policy. In brief, our scaling mechanism is better than the based on Q-Learning without models for policy improvement. It is corroborated by the time when the scaling happens, the correct number of instances selected and the performance target compliance.

To sum up, our simulations confirm the expected accuracy of our approach. At each time step, the Q-Learning agent uses the system models for improving its scaling policy, and next, taking the best action based on that improved policy.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Network Functions Virtualization brings flexibility in deploying Network Services, allowing these services can be scaled depending on their workload demand or performance variations. In this paper, we have presented an adaptive mechanism that learns a scaling policy for managing network performance variations aiming at being accurate in the time for scaling and the correct number of instances to increase or decrease. The mechanism combines Q-Learning with Gaussian Processes-based system models that allow it to adapt to dynamic environments and improve its scaling policy before taking any action. We corroborate by simulations that our mechanism is more accurate than mechanisms based on static threshold rules, which are widely used, and Q-Learning without system models for improving its policy.

As future work, we will compare the GPs-based system modeling with parametric and non-parametric models, all applied to network performance modeling. Also, we intend to deploy our mechanism in an emulated and real test environment.
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